FOR DONATIONS FROM OUTSIDE OF SWITZERLAND, PLEASE USE
THIS LINK:
https://summits4hope.payrexx.com/de/pay?cid=40bcc29b
Dear friends and colleagues
When Gilbert first told us about his idea of using his favorite hobby,
cycling, to draw attention to grievances and to actively help, we were
immediately enthusiastic. This year's theme is particularly close to our
hearts because it is so elementary: clean water as the basis for children to
survive and go to school.
We will make an unmistakable mark AND DRIVING WITH A WATER
CANISTER ON OUR HUMP.
In the 6-person team WASSERRÄGER:INSEN we drive from 18. 20. August Tortour Ultra Open. It's going to be tough here too:
together we'll cover 1,036 km with 12,863 vertical meters of
altitude difference - each team member will cycle around 250 km.
A few years ago, we were in Mozambique near the aid project supported
by Summits4Hope and know about the bad situation there, it's actually
unimaginable.
491 children are registered at the Inhaca Nkalane – Bairro RizBene
primary school in the KaNyaka district - with an uncertain future. The
school is in danger of collapsing.
There are only two latrines for the entire student body, which are in a
state of disrepair. The floor slabs are about to collapse and there is no
running water. Absolutely unacceptable.
In addition, a strong storm in December 2020 damaged the roof
structures of the two school buildings. Since then, temporary devices have
served to protect the two roofs from strong winds and penetrating rain.
Without renovation, they threaten to collapse.
The aim of the aid project is to eliminate the intolerable sanitary
conditions in this elementary school by building new sanitary facilities for
the students, to eliminate the danger of collapse and to create new space
for 700 students.
So we will not only circumnavigate Switzerland with our team as part of
the Tortour, but also carry a large yellow water canister (20 liter capacity
but empty for safety reasons).

We are counting on you again this year, dear sponsors, help and
support our #letsRIDE4KIDS initiative!
Cheers,
Suzanne & Alexander

